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Premise

• Access is complicated

• Technology in and of itself does nothing

• It is just as likely to accelerate/amplify/reinforce a 
divide as mitigate one

• Language matters a great deal in how this is framed: 
scale, continuity, closure, outcomes, quick fixes

• Technology acquisition without teacher/ 
community training and engagement is a waste of 
resource



Digital technology alone does 
not transform education

"...despite talk of ‘computers blowing up the school’ and mass-scale ‘open’ learning, the main 
institutional structures of education have remained relatively intact over the past 40 years –even 
amid the substantial disruption of the pandemic. Schools, colleges and universities continue to be 
dominant providers of compulsory and post-compulsory education, and long-established face-to-
face classroom routines continue. Education at all levels continues to be shaped by matters of 
curriculum, assessment and work-related skills. Despite the increasing visibility of digital devices 
and online systems, the essence of traditional education forms remain intact."

Facer, K. & Selwyn, N. (2021), Digital technology and the futures of education – towards ‘non-
stupid’ optimism.



Photo by Adib Hussain on Unsplash

1:Past intersections of technology, schools, and access

https://unsplash.com/@r_ded?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/cellular-tower?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


1: Tech ownership 
and use

ITU (2020). Measuring digital development Facts and figures.



1: Tech 
ownership 
and use: 
uneven and 
even declining

ITU (2020). Measuring digital development 
Facts and figures.



Internet access is uneven



https://datareportal.com

https://datareportal.com


1: Past intersections 
between tech and 
education

One Laptop Per 
Child

Low-cost private 
schooling: market 

creation

Schools in a box Tech drops, tech 
dependency, and 
tech solutionism 

to the issue of 
access



1: One Laptop 
Per Child

"To create educational opportunities for the 
world's poorest children by providing each 
child with a rugged, low-cost, low-power, 
connected laptop with content and software 
designed for collaborative, joyful, self-
empowered learning. When children have 
access to this type of tool they get engaged 
in their own education. They learn, share, 
create, and collaborate. They become 
connected to each other, to the world and to 
a brighter future." (OLPC, Asia)

• Ushered in an era of solutionism

• Increasingly echoed in policy, strategy

Carla Gomez Monroy in the capital of Mongolia; Ulaanbaatar.



1: Low-fee private 
schools, academies 
in a box, and market 
creation

"The academy-in-a-box model is a ‘vertically-integrated 
system’ (BIA, 2016a) in which the entire supply-chain is 
streamlined by BIA—from academy construction to 
advertising materials to curricula content to teacher 
training to pedagogy...On the instructional side, pre-
programmed curriculum is developed by BIA at corporate 
headquarters abroad and then sent electronically to each 
school site using web-enabled smartphones that transfer 
curriculum to tablet e-readers, which is then read out 
verbatim, word-for-word, to students by unqualified staff 
referred to as ‘Learning Facil itators’.

Characterised by

• tech dependency focused on measures of scale and 
efficiency

• teach by numbers

Riep (2019). What do we really know about Bridge 
International Academies: a summary of research findings.



1: 
Schools/Teaching 
Kits in a box

• Samsung, Brck, and more

• Access framed not as 
school/teacher access but 
as technology/internet/ 
content access

https ://www.nesta.org.uk/feature/innovating-solve-development-challenges/brck/

https://www.nesta.org.uk/feature/innovating-solve-development-challenges/brck/


1: Imaginaries of 
educational 
technology

• Increasingly framing the discussion of 
access

• Massive investments on the end of these 
imaginaries

• Nexus of non-educational actors 
increasingly bound in educational decision-
making



1: Linked to 
SDGs

• Increasingly linked via language of scale and access 

• Nexus of policy pressure, third party servicing of targets, language 
around technology picked up in national policy/strategy

• Sustainable Development Goal 9, which concerns industrialization, 
innovation and infrastructure, recognizes the importance of ICTs 
and establishes Target 9.c, to “significantly increase access to 
information and communications technology and strive to provide 
universal and affordable access to the Internet in least developed 
countries by 2020” (UN, 2015).

ITU (2018). ICTs , LDCs and the SDGs: Achieving universal and affordable 
Internet in the least developed countries.



1: Mirrored in 
targets/goals

Education 2030

• Provide distance learning, ICT training, access to appropriate technology and 
necessary infrastructure to facilitate a learning environment at home and in 
conflict zones and remote areas, particularly for girls, women, vulnerable 
boys and youth, and other marginalized groups.

• Provide teachers with adequate technological skills to manage ICT and social 
networks, as well as with media literacy and source criticism skills, and 
provide training on how to address challenges of pupils with special 
education needs.

• Information and communication technologies (ICTs) must be harnessed to 
strengthen education systems, knowledge dissemination, information access, 
quality and effective learning, and more effective service provision.

Education 2030: Incheon Declaration and Framework for Action for the 
implementation of Sustainable Development Goal 4: Ensure inclusive and 
equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning... (2016).



1: Echoed into policy, 
strategy, notes, reports

1. Response: How can education and training systems 
sustain teaching and learning during closure of education 
institutions due to the COVID-19 outbreak (3–10 months)?

2. Recovery: How can education and training institutions 
prepare for the recovery phase when they reopen, makeup
for lost time for students, and enable their transition to 
higher levels of education or their entry into the job 
market (6–24 months)?

3. Rejuvenation: How can education and training 
institutions undertake initiatives in response to the crisis to 
rejuvenate teaching and learning with new tools and 
techniques, particularly expanding online education to 
complement face-to-face learning in pedagogically 
effective ways, and deploying new technologies to 
improving the quality of learning (8–36 months)?

As ian Development Bank (2021). Covid-19 and Education in Asia and the Pacific.



1: Codified into 
recommendations, 
priorities and targets
Six overarching priority actions are recommended in deploying digital strategies to address 
COVID-19 to ensure focus on learning:

1. Sustain uninterrupted learning through alternative and flexible approaches using multiple 
channels and platforms, including online, mobile phones, TV/radio, and printed materials 
to ensure a learning environment to where students are located.

2. Revamp teacher training and support teachers to cope with the requirements in new 
learning environments, including medium- to long-term professional development to 
integrate the use of digital tools in traditional teaching and learning practices.

3. Develop high-quality digital content in partnership with national and global institutions 
and drawing on regional and global standards.

4. Ensure equal learning opportunity for students who lack access to devices, connectivity, 
and a favorable learning environment at home through adequate social protection 
measures and other mechanisms.

5. Articulate clear policies toward assessments and examinations, certifications, and 
transition to higher levels of education, while formulating new approaches to testing and 
examination.

6. Provide for innovative financing arrangements and partnerships to support innovations 
and pilot new approaches and invest in capacity building through twinning arrangements 
between institutions to draw on lessons learned from other countries to facil itate scaling 
up deployment of new technologies to improve learning.

Asian Development Bank (2021). Covid-19 and Education in Asia and the Pacific.



1: Accelerated 
commercially
"Even before COVID-19, there was 
already high growth and adoption in 
education technology, with global 
edtech investments reaching US$18.66 
billion in 2019 and the overall market for 
online education projected to reach $350 
Billion by 2025."

"The EdTech and smart classroom market 
in APAC is expected to grow from US$ 
17,692.4 million in 2019 to US$ 64,353.4 
million by 2027; it is estimated to grow at 
a CAGR of 17.5% from 2020 to 2027."

Each carries with it a particular imaginary 
of education; each makes a certain 
kind of pedagogy possible.

19

https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/2019-global-edtech-investments-reach-a-staggering-18-66-billion-1028800669
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/12/17/1961785/0/en/Online-Education-Market-Study-2019-World-Market-Projected-to-Reach-350-Billion-by-2025-Dominated-by-the-United-States-and-China.html
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https ://www.wired.co.uk/article/china-social-credit-system-explained

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/china-social-credit-system-explained
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1: Yet...digital technology does not improve learning

"...there is little robust evidence that technology use leads to 
sustained ‘improvements’ in learning independent of teacher and 
other contextual effects...Those researchers who have attempted to 
pinpoint causal effects of technology use on learning tend to reach inconclusive 
findings."

"On one hand, a number of large-scale studies conclude that technology use is 
sometimes associated with modest improvements in learning performance 
(e.g. Chauchan 2017). On the other hand, a number of ‘meta-analyses’ find 
no difference, or even negative relationships (e.g. Kulik and Fletcher 2016; Clark 
et al. 2016; Setren et al. 2019). As a review of meta-analyses between from the 
1990s and 2000s concluded: ‘the correlational and experimental evidence does 
not offer a convincing case for the general impact of digital technology on 
learning’ (Higgins et al.2012: 3)."

Facer, K. & Selwyn, N. (2021), Digital technology and the futures of education – towards ‘non-stupid’ optimism.
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2: The 
chaotic 
present, 
acceleration, 
and access



2: Covid

• Closures and interruptions

• Adjustments

• (Amplifying) divides

Image from Jakarta Post at https://www.thejakartapost.com/seasia/2020/07/01/thailand-schools-
reopen-with-strict-hygiene-rules.html

https://www.thejakartapost.com/seasia/2020/07/01/thailand-schools-reopen-with-strict-hygiene-rules.html


2: Out of School

World Bank Education COVID-19 School Closures Map 
(2021). https://www.worldbank.org/en/data/interactive/2020/03/24/world-bank-education-and-

covid-19

https://www.worldbank.org/en/data/interactive/2020/03/24/world-bank-education-and-covid-19


2: Infrastructure

MOBILE VS 
LAPTOPS

BROADBAND

2, 3, 4, 5G VAST 
URBAN/RURAL 

DIVIDES



2: Out of 
reach
"While 55% of low-income countries 
opted for online distance learning in 
primary and secondary education, 
only 12% of households in least 
developed countries have internet 
access at home. Even low-
technology approaches cannot 
ensure learning continuity."

Noting how this is being reframed as 
continuity.

Facer, K. & Selwyn, N. (2021), Digital technology and the 
futures of education – towards ‘non-stupid’ optimism.



2: Public Private 
Partnerships

• Covid revealed significant divides 
in the connectivity, ownership, 
and use of technology

• Public private partnerships via 
schools, telecoms, governments

• Doesn't address the ownership 
issue 

• Problematic



2: Interruptions 
and rethinking 
process

• Schools as sites of connection

• Tech in classrooms?

• Schools as sites of 
connectivity?

• Necessity of co-location

• (General) lack of teacher 
training

• Suggesting/emphasising
access to content as key to 
quality secondary education

Photo: Amit Verma



3: Future 
models and 
alternatives

What is the future of the digital and 
secondary school access in the Asia 
Pacific?



“The idea of ‘the 
future’ as a singular, 
inevitable trajectory in 
the face of which 
educators and citizens 
have no agency, is also 
subject to critique”

Facer, K., & Sandford, R. (2010). The next 25 years?: future 
scenarios and future directions for education and technology. 
Journal of computer assisted learning, 26(1), 74-93.

Photo by SpaceX on Unsplash

https://unsplash.com/photos/R4WCbazrD1g?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/@rocknrollmonkey?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


3: Training 
teachers

"...as the primary actors for implementing the curriculum and orchestrating 
learning activities, teachers are likely to be even more central to learning 
with the adoption of ICT. Indeed, the success of using ICT for educational 
purposes relies heavily on teachers’ abilities to select, create and manage 
adequate digital resources in order to implement innovative and inclusive 
teaching strategies in a specific context (Redecker, 2017)."

PISA 2021 ICT Framework



3: Pedagogy

"Education at its core is a social endeavor and teachers must be 
empowered to use technologies to engage students in learning. Teacher 
support and training on use of remote learning technologies and 
adaptations to pedagogy are essential. A combination of multiple modes of 
delivery (offline/online/blended) are more likely to be effective with a focus 
on pedagogy and not just use of technology. As parents and caregivers 
become an essential point of engagement with students, simply making 
content available is not enough. Parents must be engaged as partners in the 
learning process and a responsible actor in a blended learning 
environment."

WBG (December 2020). Digital Technologies in Education.



3: (Ongoing) Public 
Private 
Partnerships

• Connectivity across range 
of technological spectrum; 
not a binary

• Daisy-chained accessible 
technologies

• Still divides in this approach



3: Mobile first

• Design for mobile

• Strongest with literacy, numeracy, supplemental 
instruction

• Linked to broader efforts around digital inclusion

• Data costs are issue; look for offsets

https://textit.com

https://textit.com


3: Community networks

Internet Society (2021). The Wireless for Communities (W4C) 
programme in Nepal. https://www.internetsociety.org

https://www.internetsociety.org


3: Alternative 
access/ 

connectivity

• Mesh

• P2P

• 'Stretching' networks

• Still problematic with spaces lacking density

https://www.bustle.com/p/emergency-apps-you-can-use-without-wi-fi-
during-a-disaster-2307076

https://www.bustle.com/p/emergency-apps-you-can-use-without-wi-fi-during-a-disaster-2307076


3: Online/ 
offline 
hybrids

1. Kolibri installers, updates, and 
content can be downloaded 
once to a device in an area that 
has an Internet connection

2. That "seeded" device can then 
share new content and updates 
with other devices over an 
offline local network. Allows for 
course teams to work in 
disparate locations

3. Doesn't tax laptop memory as it 
is download onto one device 
only; all access in 
schools happens through IP 
configuration

4. Allows for importing a large 
amount of OER if needed, for 
supplemental or self-study

5. Open

https://learningequality.org/kolibri/

https://learningequality.org/kolibri/


3a: Sustainability

• More tech isn't the answer

• Configuring existing tech, 
regardless of platform, make 
or model, is a better way 
forward

• E-waste is a significant issue

• Be wary of any tech acquisition 
programmes without 
significant parallel work on 
teacher training and 
community engagement

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/un-south-east-south-asia-e-waste-environment

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/un-south-east-south-asia-e-waste-environment


3b: Sustainability

• Invest in people and connections

• Invest in inclusion for those likely to be 
marginalised

• Link to broader digital inclusion efforts 
(around health, finance, utilities, 
commercial inclusion)

• Livelihoods to be found in these models

https://pennyappeal.org/news/q-celebrate-international-womens-day and 
https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/connected-women/

https://pennyappeal.org/news/q-celebrate-international-womens-day
https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/connected-women/


Access to Secondary 
Schools

• We need to ask what are the barriers to access and 
whether technology is amplifying or mitigating those: this 
isn't clear in many cases without a significant amount of 
scrutiny

• Other barriers likely matter more

• We need to consider whether we see the issue as access 
to content/curriculum or access to teachers and 
community

• Language and framing of education matter

• We need to engage with the notion that 'what works' 
does not scale

• We need to ensure that the imaginaries of access to 
secondary school education in the Asia Pacific are 
equitable, ethical, sustainable, and contextually specific



Access to 
Secondary Schools: 
Questions

1. How might these emerging technologies 
interact with the existing social contexts 
of education?

2. What assumptions about learning and 
teaching processes drive these 
technologies, and what forms of learning 
will therefore be valued or ignored?

3. What evidence is there to support their 
impact on learning?

4. What non-educational consequences 
might result from these technologies –
especially in terms of inequalities, 
impact on teachers’ work, or other ways 
of altering the character and conditions 
of education?

Facer, K. & Selwyn, N. (2021), Digital technology and the futures of education 
– towards ‘non-stupid’ optimism.



Resources

• https://datareportal.com/reports

• https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/

• https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/connec
ted-women/

• https://www.internetsociety.org/issues/community-
networks/

• https://a4ai.org/tackling-the-covid-19-pandemic-with-
digital-solutions-across-asia-and-the-pacific/

• Facer, K. & Selwyn, N. (2021), Digital technology and 
the futures of education – towards ‘non-stupid’ 
optimism.

https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2020-laos
https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/
https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/connected-women/
https://www.internetsociety.org/issues/community-networks/
https://a4ai.org/tackling-the-covid-19-pandemic-with-digital-solutions-across-asia-and-the-pacific/
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